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BRP Project Prime# ES10846: Sample Preparation for Genomic An alysis in Micro Device Format 
Sp ecific Aims: The overall goal of the proposed research is to produce an integrated sample preparation micro-
analytical device for preparing blood samples for genomic analyses. The strategy is to develop a front-end micro sample 
preparation system, J.L-SPS, for use as a research tool with the flexibil ity to be integrated with a number of downstream 
genetic analysis platforms, i.e. either sequencing or genotyping. The 1-1-SPS is composed of three main micro-
compartments including: 1.) Sample introduction, combined with cell sorting and selection. 2.) Cell lysis, recovery of 
the nucleic acid material of choice (e.g. DNA or rnRNA), and sample clean up via solid phase extraction or affini ty 
caprure. 3.) Elution of the material to an amplification ~t-compartmen t, and subsequent amplification (e.g. via PCR or 
rtPCR). In years 1-3 of the grant, the primary focus of the grant was development of the functional microcompartments 
(e.g., microcompartments for white blood cell collection, cell lysis, DNA extraction, PCR , electrophoresis) needed for 
the total analysis system while keeping in mind the futme need for integration of the functional compartments. In years 
3-5 of the grant, studies of the J.L-compartment prototypes were paralleled by an investigation of techniques for 
integrating the J.L-compartments into a monolithic and hybrid ~J.-SPS . In funding year 5, the BRP group provided 
solutions for integrating multiple functional compartments into a multi-functional system. The integration solutions 
included the development of micro-to-macro interface technology for complex microfluidic systems, methods of 
integrating actuation components (i.e. pumps and valves) into complex, multi-functional microfl uidic systems, methods 
for simultaneously integrating electrical detection systems (e.g., conductivity detectors, impedance spectroscopy) and 
optical detection systems (e.g., resonance light scattering, fluorescence based technologies), and methods for creating 
the monolithic, multi-compartment mierofluidic systems. 
The specific aims for this project have remained unmodified over the project duration. When the project began 
six years ago, there were not any demonstrations of complex microfluidic based analysis systems w ith mu ltiple 
functional compartments and packaging solutions for these complex microsystems. At best, laboratories around the 
world were working on the development of individual functional micro analysis systems including solutions for PCR, 
electrophoresis, immunoassay, etc. This project represented a marriage of cutting edge science and futuristic 
engineering technologies. 
The following section and the attached publications are focused the activities in the final 12-24 months of the 
project. By this time in the project, most of the functional compartments had been realized and the performance of the 
functional compartments improved to meet or exceed the requirements of the 1-1-SPS. 
Studies and R esults: 
Aim 1: Sample introduction, Cell Sorting, Selection and Lysis: One of the toughest challenges for the BRP project was 
the development of the microfluidic system with the capabi liry to purifying white blood cells from the in itial 
unmodifi ed blood sample. In years 3-5, the Frazier laboratory developed a microsystem for separating red and white 
blood cells (WBC) from whole blood samples. The microsystern was used as the first compartment of the completed 1-l-
SPS to extract the white blood cells and subsequently the DNA. For this project, the red blood cells (RBC) and other 
blood components are routed to a waste reservoir. The Frazier laboratory demonstrated microsystems using both 
paramagnetic and diamagnetic forces as the basis for the blood separation with 98+% efficiencies. Detai ls of the blood 
cell separation technologies can be found in the attached journal reprints. 
Aim 4: Integration of Independent Prototype Micro Compartments into a Hybrid p-SPS: A microch ip design for fu lly 
integrated (SPE-PCR-CE) processing was designed, w ith the valve locations and reservoirs required to allow continuous 
processing incorporated. Glass devices were then fabri cated according to this design in the Frazier laboratory, and 
polymeric interfaces were fabricated to provide the valves and reservoir connections. The interfaces were then secured 
to the glass microfluidic system. These devices were tested in the Landers laboratory to see if the valves functioned as 
required and if the interfaces performed as needed during device operation (e.g., PCR heat cycling, sol-gel loading for 
DNA extraction). Using a valve in the SPE region, we were able to pack the SPE chamber with beads and glue them in 
place using the sol-gel material. Furthermore, we were able to perform extraction using this chip with the integrated 
interface. The attached journal reprints show the results of the interface development and the performance of the J.l-SPS 
system using the integrated interface. 
Significance: The BRP team has made enabling contributions to the field of micro total analysis systems. The project 
has offered innovative, creative solutions to the difficul t problems associated with handling complex biological samples 
in microfluidic systems as well as solutions for developing complex multi-functional micro total analysis systems 
including integration and packaging. 
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